
AudioEye is a complete solution, not an accessibility overlay.

As smart as artificial intelligence has become, it simply cannot do 
everything required to test digital content and apply the fixes to make it 
accessible. AudioEye’s accessibility platform and team of experts provide 
the full-coverage support needed to ensure your website is functional for 
all users.

For your site to be compliant, you must have an accessibility plan in place 
and make consistent progress on it, manually test and validate your 
improvements, and be able to accept feedback from site visitors.

AudioEye delivers compliance by identifying accessibility concerns, 
manually auditing sites and fixing problems, and providing a 24/7 help desk 
to address issues reported by users.

Accessibility Is a Journey

TEST

Our comprehensive, AI-powered testing gives real-time 
insights into the errors your website’s visitors are 
encountering. Simply install the AudioEye JavaScript on 
your site and our platform gets to work right away.

MONITOR

Websites are dynamic and can change frequently. Our Live 
Monitoring system scans your site with every visit, 
identifying accessibility errors and performing real-time 
remediations that update your Accessibility Score.

REMEDIATE

Our patented algorithms automatically fix the most common 
and unique accessibility errors. Our team of IAAP-certified 
experts evaluate sites to identify and apply additional fixes.

REPORT

Our easy-to-understand reporting allows you to quickly see 
the improvements AudioEye has made on your site and the 
extent of remaining errors. Experts at our help desk address 
issues reported by users.

How AudioEye Is Different
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The Complete Solution
§ 400+ automated tests and smart fixes to common errors

§ Live monitoring of your site with every user visit

§ Reporting and analytics showing progress and outstanding problems

§ Manual site evaluations by certified accessibility experts

§ 24/7 help desk where experts address issues raised by site visitors

§ Sustainable Testing and Remediation (STAR) Plan for legal support

§ Usability toolbar for user-controlled adjustments to your site
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